20" x 39" Digital Manual Heat Press Machine
Item Code: HTM-500THA

FOB Price:

$2,144/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

462.0lb (210kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
• Wide format, it's suitable for large media.
• Accurate time and temperature display
• Enough output power for a convenient use.
• Heating is evenly distributed to guarantee a good work.
• Most customers appreciate the delicate workmanship.
Description:
The heat press machine is large format and manual, suitable for transferring large objects. This is a professional machine specialized in
large textiles. It contains enough output power to use as preferred. In order for the pressure to be adjusted, the knob must be turned to
the right while the machine is in progress. Two separate digital controllers show the exact time and temperature, making it easy to review
them. Great value is generated due to fine workmanship, such as a silicon pad, a fine heating panel, an innovative machinery structure
and a delicate exterior appearance.
Related Products:

Applications:
This heat press machine is suitable for transferring images to a table cloth, t-shirts, bags, pants and similar flat surfaces made of textile,
knitting, non-woven, chemical fiber or cotton materials, metal sheets, adornments, etc.

Notice:
The machine can be purchased in a variety of colors, depending on availability. Color can be custom ordered, although a
waiting period and an additional charge should be taken into consideration. The case in which the machine is stored is also
available in different colors, which can be chosen according to your preference, as long as they are in stock. This applies only
to bulk orders.
Samples:

Details
Profile

Wide format, suitable for large media.

Power

6000W

Certificate

CE

Working Size

20" x 39" (500 x 1000mm)

Working Table

Single Working table

Operation Method

Manual

Size

Others

Application

Specifications
Specifications:
Voltage: 220/380V (Three-phase Voltage)
Working size: 19.7"×39.4" (500×1000mm)
Temperature range: 0-260?

Single Function

Time range: 0-999sec
Power: 6000W
MOQ: 1 set
Certificate: CE

Tags
Large Format Manual Heat Press Machine Manual Heat Press Machine Large Format Heat Press Machine
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Can I buy only one?

Yes, sure.
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What are the features of the machine?

1. This machine uses enamel paint like that of piano, smooth and no fading. 2. Heating panel is much thicker and

A

made of high quality material. 3. Exquisite constructure, smart outlook.
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Does the shipping costs include local custom clearance?

No, it doesn't.
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Can I use my forwarder to ship the machine?

Yes, you can.
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what is the working power of this machine ?

6000W?
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